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2. Prediction by Numerical Methods of Self-Sustained Oscillations
in a Two-Axis Model of the Nonlinear Sampled-Data LST System
2-1. Introduction
It has been demonstrated in [2] that the stability equations as
a result of the describing function analysis may be solved by a
numerical-iterative technique. In Chapter 1, the numerical technique
is applied to the prediction of self-sustained oscillations in a two-
axis model of the nonlinear LST system with continuous-data. In this
chapter the same numerical technique will be extended to the prediction
of self-sustained oscillations in a two-axis model of the nonlinear
LST system with sampled-data.
In the two-axis model of the LST system, the system contains two
nonlinearities, and the general form of the stability equation in the
sampled-data case is
1 + GB(T,n)N(A,n,p) + GC(T,n)N2 (A,n,f) = 0 (2-1)
where GB(T,n) and GC(T,n) are transfer functions which describe the
linear elements of the coupled systems, and N(A,n,q) represents the
discrete describing function of the CMG nonlinearity. The amplitude of
the sinusoidal signal at the input of the nonlinearities is denoted by
A; T is the sampling period in second, and n is the integer which relates
the period of the sustained oscillation to the sampling period; c is the
phase angle of the input sinusoid. Therefore,
TC = nT = period of sustained oscillation (2-2)
or
2n
C nT frequency of sustained oscillation in rad/sec (2-3)
2-2. The Sampled-Data Two-Axis LST System Model and Its Stability
Equation
Figure 2-1 illustrates the signal flow graph representation of
the sampled-data single-axis LST system. The nonlinear friction of
the CMG is modeled by the branch with the gain N, where strictly, N
denotes the discrete describing function N(A,n,q). The sample-and-hold
at the input of the nonlinearity is added for analytical purposes, so
that the overall system may be treated by the z-transform method.
Since the actual system does not have the sample-and-hold preceding N,
the system configuration of Fig. 2-1 should be considered as an approxi-
mation to the sampled-data single-axis LST system.
Figure 2-2 shows the two-axis model of the LST system, with the
coupling made at the output stages. The coupling coefficients K2 and
K3 may be varied for various degrees of coupling between the two single-
axis systems.
For the study of self-sustained oscillations, we set X1 = X2 0.
From the signal flow graph of Fig. 2-2, the following cause-and-effect
relationships are written for the variables at the outputs of the four
samplers:
E* = -A*E* + A3N*X* + A2E2 - A*N*X2 (2-4)
E* = -A*E* + AN*X* + A*E* - A*N*X* (2-5)2 12 3 2 2 1 4 12
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Figure 2-1. The single-axis sampled-data LST system model.
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Figure 2-2. The two-axis sampled-data LST system model.
5X* = -B*N*X* + B*E* (2-6)
X2 = -B*N*X* + B*E* (2-7)2 1 2 2
where
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A GhoG G4G6HAI (2-10)
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In the last nine equations all functions are functions of s. The
sampled signal flow graph of the system is drawn in Fig. 2-3 using
Eqs. (2-4) through (2-7).
The determinant of the sampled signal flow graph is obtained from
Fig. 2-3 by use of Mason's gain formula. The expression is given in
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Figure 2-3. Sampled signal flow graph of the two-axis sampled-data LST system.
A(z) = [ + 2A1(z) - A2 (z) + A(z)]+2N(A,n,)[B1 (z)- B2 (z)A 3 (z)
+ A2 (z)B 2 (z)A 4 (z) + 2A1 (z)B1 (z) - A1 (z)A 3 (z)B 2 (z) + A1 (z)B 1 (z)
- (z)B1 (z)] + N2 (A,n,Q)[B 2(z) -A 4(z)B2(z) - 2B1 (z)B2(z)A3(z)
2 2 1 A( 2 3
+ A3 (z)B2 (z) + 2A2 (z)A4 (z)B1 (z)B2 (z) + 2A,(z)B (z)3 2 2 2
2A1 (z)A3(z()B(z)B2(z) + A1 (z)B (z) - A2 (z)B1 (z)] (2-17)
The components of A(z) are determined as follows:
1 K IHJV (K + K s )(JG s2 + KP s + KI )(s2 + K3 s + K2)1-
A(Z)= ( - z sA (2-18)
op
S1 KIK2H (K  + K1 s)(JGS2 + Kps + K (2-9)A2(z) = (1 - z )  Ao p (2-19)
( HJV(K + Ks)(JG2 + Ks + K I)(s2 + K3s + K2
A3(z) = (1 - z )  o p (2-20)
op
A(Z) (1 - )-1 HK2(K + K1s)(JGs 2 + Kps + KI) (2-21)
op
(JGs2 + Ks + K )[J 2(s2 + K3s + K 2 K
Bl (z) = (1 - z- )  p sA (2-22)
op
l KI ( Gs2 + K)[J(s2 + K.)[3 2  3s + K2 )2 - K 2f
B2 (z) = (1 - 1 2 (2-23)
op
A [J s4 + 2K Js3+ (K2 + 2K JG)s 2 + 2K Ks + K][J2 (s2 + K3s
+ K2)2 - K (2-24)
The expressions for the discrete describing function of the CMG
nonlinearity, N(A,n,f), may be found in [2]. In the present case,
since the two axes are considered to be identical, and the couplings
are symmetric, it is assumed that the amplitudes of the input signals
at the two nonlinearities are identical.
The stability equation is obtained by setting A(z) of Eq. (2-17)
to zero. It is apparent that A(z) = 0 is of the form:
A(z) = 1 + GA(z) + GB(z)N(A,n,P) + GC(z)N2(A,n,4) = 0 (2-25)
which can be written as
1 + GB(T,n)N(A,n,4) + GC(T,n)N2(A,n,p) = 0 (2-26)
by dividing both sides of the equation by 1 + GA(z), and setting
z = ej27/n (2-27)
Equation (2-26) shows that in the sampled-data system, there are
four variable parameters in the stability equation in T, n, A, and ¢,
whereas in the continuous-data system there are only two variables in
A and w.
2-3. Exact Solution of the Stability Equation of the Two-Axis Sampled-
Data LST System by Numerical-Iterative Techniques
The numerical-iterative method described in Chapter 1 is now used
to solve the stability equation of the two-axis sampled-data LST system,
Eq. (2-26).
In Eq. (2-26) we define
9GB(T,n) = GR1 + jGI1 (2-28)
GC(T,n) = GR2 + jGI2 (2-29)
N(A,n,4) = NRI + jNI1 (2-30)
N2(A,n,q) = NR2 + jNI 2  (2-31)
where GR1, GI1, GR2 ' GI2 , NRl, NI1, NR2 ' and NI2 are all real quantities.
When Eqs. (2-28) through (2-31) are substituted into Eq. (2-26),
and after grouping the real and imaginary parts, we have,
A = AR + jAI = 0 (2-32)
where
AR = 1 + GR1NR1 - GIINI1 + GR2NR2 - GI2NI2 = 0 (2-33)
AI = GI1NRI + GRINI1 + GI2NR2 + GR2NI2 = 0 (2-34)
These two expressions represent two equations in four variables
in A, T, c, and n. It is necessary to assign values to two of these
variables and solve for the remaining two using the numerical-iterative
method. In general, it is practical to assign values to T and n, and
Eqs. (2-33) and (2-34) are solved to yield A and 4. Alternatively, we
may assign values to n and q, and solve for A and T. The latter case
has been carried out in the current study.








Then, Eqs. (2-33) and (2-34) can be written as
F(x) = 0 (2-37)
The Newton-type quadratically convergent numerical method described
in Chapter 1 can now be directly applied to this two-variable system.
The following system parameters are used:
TGFO = 0.1 ft-lb
H = 600 ft-lb-sec





Kp = 216 ft-lb/rad/sec
K = 9700 ft-lb/rad
S= 105 ft-lb-sec 2
y = 1.38 x 107
Three sets of coefficients of coupling are used for this study:
(1) K2 = 0.1 K = 0.1
(2) K2 = 1.0 K3 = 0.1
(3) K2 = 5.0 K3 = 0.1
For each integral n, and a fixed value of 4, a solution of Eq. (2-37)
is attempted with an initial guess on T and A. A convergent solution for
T and A together with the assigned n and 4 describes a sustained oscillation
in the system. One of the characteristics of the numerical method is that
the solution depends on the initial conditions set by the analyst. As
shown in the earlier studies, it is quite possible that a system may have
a multiple number of solutions for the same set of n and 4. An exhaustive
search can only be conducted by a systematic scan of all the possible
combinations of the initial values in the iterative process, unless one
has general information at the outset on the number and the proximity of
the solutions.
Figure 2-4 shows the plots of the two solutions of T versus A for
K2 = K3 = 0.1, and for relative large values of n. The results are shown
only for = 00. When all the values of 4 are used, the solutions of T
and A trace out a loop in the T versus A domain. For large values of n,
these loops are very small, as the solutions are relatively insensitive
to n. As n decreases, these loops become more pronounced, as indicated
in Fig. 2-5. As n decreases, one of the solutions disappears, as the
amplitude of A becomes exceedingly small.
Figure 2-6 gives the computer results for K2 = K3 = 0.1 that
correspond to one set of solutions for 4 = 0O. Figure 2-7 tabulates the
other set of results for K2 = K3 = 0.1 with = 00. Figure 2-8 gives the
tabulations of results for K2 = K3 = 0.1, n = 4, and variable 4.
Figures 2-9 and 2-10 give the results with K2 = 1.0 and K3 = 0.1.
Figure 2-11 shows the solutions for K2 = 5.0 and K3 = 0.1 with 4 = 00.
In this case, the amplitude of oscillation decreases as n decreases, so
that there is less chance for the low-frequency oscillations to occur.
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The results indicate that harder coupling (larger values of K2 and K3)
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Figure 2-4. Amplitude and frequency (27/nT) of self-sustained oscillations for various sampling
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Figure 2-5. Amplitude and frequency (27/nT) of self-sustained oscillations
for various sampling periods in the discrete-data two-axis LST
system; y = 1.38x107
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LST SYSTEM-NUMEPICAL SOLUTION OF DI.SCRETE DESCPRIING FUNCTION-
TWO AX IS-EQUAL AMFLITUDE CA"E, :.K2= 1.00rD-0 , K3= 1.000D- 1
GAMMA= 1.3:c00cr 07 N= 1 0 PHI= 0.0
ITERAT ION SARIPLING PE IOD AMPLITUDE
0 0. :332000000 -01 c0.60000 :0 0O 'D-06
I 0.3342229250D-01 0 .5950679'-.7D-06
2 0.331597 60231'- 01 0 . 5747976449D-06
3 0. :336635 15 85D - 01 0. 566:2 1 071 f:3D- 06
4 0.3:69566 512D-01 0.56253.2904 D::- 06
5 0.33695837215D i -1 0.56274 0569 1D- 06
6 0. 33695:26--34D-01 0 .54:3-50:30 o2 ID- I,6
7 0.3364046622D-01 0.5571699439D- 06
8 0.3367687123D- 01 0.5598125454D-06
9 0.3369855892D-01 0.56098 05:886D- 06
10 0.3366940604D- 01 0 .562942754 oD- 06
11 0 .33:698 323.-01 0 .563 0963'9 1 8D- 06
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 3.36972D-02EC • AMPLITUDE= 5.63342D-07 NT=11
LST SY':YSTEM-NUMEF ICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWIO AXIS-EQUAL FMPLITUIDE CASE, K2= 1.000 - 01, K3= 1.00 0-01
GAMIA= 01.3-00D 7 N= 96 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION 'SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUIDE
I 0 . 3697.2 I:-49 D- I01 01 .56::43 35501D -06
1 0.347429' 1538D- 01 0.5443359999D- 06
2 0. 350::75402l- I 1 0.54702937221 D-06
3 0.35115121951-01 0.55129 1091177D-06
4 0.351574:3863D-01 (1.55:36 08:. 79'D9D- 06
5 0.35180314551- 01 0. 55464 -617D- 06
6 0 .:3515967466D-01 0 .55E29 :E:73D- 06
7 0. :35186 :35462D-01 5566505449D- 06
ND= 1 :AMF'PLING PERIOD= :3.51849D-02SEC AMPF'LITUIDE= 5.56679D-07 HNT 7
LST SYS':TEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTIO OF DISCRFETE DE:SCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO FI,:I:S-EQUAiL AMFLITIUDiE CrA:E, K2= 1.00rD-rI, K3= 1. 00I-CI
GA'MA= 1:::000D I'F N= 92 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :-FAPLING PERIOD IrMPLITIIDE
0 0 .351 ':4921221D - 01 0 .55667 1:1-,::-: I Di- 06
1 0. :63. .:263.D-::3 - 01 0.5-3-664:3247-:D- 06
2 0. 66:290161J- 01 0.539370557D-06
3 0.3673534 59D-01 0 . 54: 43554-5-6.:-:I1i- 06I
4 0 .367'' 29'41. 0D- 0 1 0.5 45: 594565D- 06
5 0.68089' 7407D-01 0.546"41265'D-06
6 0.3675900402D-01 I. 5494 04 l9_ 4 D-06
7 0.&67'9 8-!61144 -1 I. 549E 251 i D- 0I6
8 0 .3::68-- 019'12 . - 01 0.561 -:4149' 71 7i-06
9 0.3i ::6;6 :1:66, D- C 1 0 . 550 6 1744 1:17- I06
10 0.368451 0D- 5401 9552589D-:9- 06
11 0.36-:22-6D-01 0.549134156' 96 D- 06
12 0. :36984369931-01 0.5346254689D- 06
1:3 0.369154:-145:::D- 01 0.5-:7:9922-42iD - 06
14 0 . :36465333 ' 0- 01 0 .54396 00D- 06
15 0.:36727252041J- 01 0.5512047:-32D-06
Ni= 1 SAM1PLING PERIOD= 3.67273D-O02-EC AMPLITULDE= 5.512051-07 NT=15
Figure 2-6a.
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LST SY'TEM-NUMEP ICAL JOLUTION OF DICPETE DESCRIEING FUNCTION
TWO A:',IS-EUA'II L AMPLITUDE CASE, K2= 1.000l-' , K::= 1.000-01
GAMMA= 1.3:00:0D 07 N= : PHI= 0.1)
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD MFPLITUDE
0 0 .36727252 04D-01 0.5512047322D0-06
1 0.3 04951 071D- 01 0 .5 7' 5 .::62'11-- 06
2 0 .3:40576574 D- 0il1 .529954747ID- 06
3 0.38524 6444 D--01 0 .5:- '4 -0572 3D 1-06
4 0.3:858: 000219D- 01 0 .562532 059D- 06
5 0. 38607:::: D- 01 0.5:-7 :3 4615:-:3'9 D-06
6 0. 0 :3 090 176'39 D- 01 0.5:3':25'.9 67023D- 06
7 0 . 3'8:69:6 -  0 .5: 71 864 D- 06
8 0.3625' 2' 9 OD- 01 .54077 50:-:67DI- 06
9 0.3::64946584D-01 0.53766687-62D-06
10 0. :3.44-,9 D- 1 0.5 699 7 47 I- 6
11 0. 3865 827663D- 01 0.5 3: 67328 0:D- 06
Nii= 1 SAMFPLING PERIOD= 3.86637D-O2SEC AMPFLITIDE= 5.-3642?D-07 NT=11
LST SY'STEM-NLIMERICAL :OLUTION OF DISCF'ETE DEiSCRIEIG FPIrCTIOi
TWD AX I:-EQUL AMFLITIUDE CASE, K2 = 1.O00i-O :01 3= 1.000-01
GAMMA= 1.:-::::000D 0i7 N= :4 PHI= 0.0
I TERAT.I ON SAMPLING PERIOD AMP FLITUDE
0 0.8 :6666421D-01 0 .36425 2 : 1 D- 06
1 0.4002:641976D- 1 0.515 0:i497451- 06
2 0.4("9 10 0134D-1 0.51 -:07 7747D-06
3 0.4 05223 C 92 - 01 0.52 2 16 09257D- 0
4 0.4058490375- 01 0. 24 7: 17 423D-6
5 0.4061 ::E. 04451-01 0.5 5 . 4 :3- 19D- 06
6 0.4071 0:::42:-; 1 I- 1 0 .52-'£7 443 -:91- 06
7 0.4 05966:3 :- 0 1 0. 5309-:'92476D-06
S 0 .406:-:7:33 1 It- 01 0. 564 :3961 D- 06
9 0.4063-: 7:-',254 D- i01 0 .5264214375D-06
ND= I SAMPLING PERIOD= 4.0 637:3-D-02EC AMPLITUDE= 5.'6414D-07 HT= 9
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL S:LUTION OF DISCRETE DE'SCPI:ING FUNCTION
TWO HI-EIUHL HMFLITUDE CA-E . K1 -= 1.00D- = 1.001II-01
GAMMA= 1.38:00 1l N17 = 0 PHI= 0.0
ITERAFT SAI F'L ING PEPIOD RMPLITUDE
0 0.46: 73141 0.526414'904D-0E.
1 0.42190742 1 0.50141704472D1-06
2 0.4E61349518D-01 0 .503421161D-06
3 0 .427660750D-01 0 .507310923D-06
4 0 4283-:950::4 D- 01 0 509 36:_:227D- 06
5 0.4 7 4 0 11 D-01 0 .101291743D-16
6 0.429416:292L-01 0 .50974112 27D- C
7 0.4295739576D-01 0 5084227662D- 06
8 0.4299599510D-01 0 5061152377D-06
9 0 .4292241 D-01 0. 5120656117D-06
10 0 .42 9974590-01 . 1 : 15 4 ' 4 D - .
11 0.429723492OD-01 i0.50036490 D-06
12 0.4212:552211-01 .53 10503269D- 06
13 0. 4259.46767I-01 :'-1 69:. .4 12I-06
14 0U .427725:391D-01 0.514, 0656 91 -06g
15 0 .42841 12: I:8 - 01 0.513 41 495 91- 06
ND= I SAMPLING PEPIID= 4.2-24112D-02 EC AMPLITUDE= 5.1:3741D-07 NT=15
Figure 2-6b.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL -OLUTION OF DISCRETE DE:SC'IPII'G FUNICTION
TWO AN::,IS-EQUAL AMFPLITUDE CATE, :E= 1l.w0B-l, K3= 1.00D-01
GAMMA= 1.:3 (00 07 N1= 76 PHI= 0 .
I TERATION AMPL ING P'E I D AMPL ITUDE
0 0 .42 411:: D- 1 0.5137414'959D- CIE6
1 0.446411:167D-n1 0.4:41942659- "6
2 0 .4513404690- 01 0 .48:5 ' F062D- 06
3 0.4531456953D-01 0.4I3 1C5027- 06
4 0 .4540 097269D- 01 0.4902 17 3:DL-E0
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6 0 .4550158575D-01 0 .498031: 0 0 D- 06
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LST SYSTEM-NULMEPICAL OLUT I ON CF DISCRETE DE:-CRIBI NG FUNCTION
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4 0.4 :,5 1 441 - 1 0.465-427 10- 06
5 0 .4:84 0 71 00 D- 01 0 .46.61 0::9 46ED- 06
6 0.445836 02 7D- 01 0.401264 1- 06
7 0 .4:8459138 32D-1 1 10.4 59959617 - 06
tN= 1 SPF'LINiG PERIOD= 4.84594D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 4.65983::D-07 NT= 7
LST SYS3TEM-NUMIER ICAL SOLUTION OF I SC:PETE DE:-C:RIBING FrUNCTION
TWO ,AXI3-EQUAL AMPF'LITUDE CA:SE f-:2= I.Or-0 -0 , K::= 1.001or-O1
'AMMA= 1 .300'01 0 H= 6' PHI= 0.0
I TERATION SA PLING PERIOD AMFLITUDE
0 0.4845 94232 :-01 0.4659 :: 194D1 -
1 0. 50f77:19D-1 4 0554122D-
2 0.51414 6277 -01 0.4 .-0: : 1 E. 46.7- 0E,
3 0 .5167 , 71 5- 0 1 '. 4 3 12 7:612  :D- 06
4 0. 518 065': -01 .4 2 .62
5 0.51 75199 10D-001 : . 4:3:3373::: :303D- f0
6 0.51927 92:3 D -01 0 .43:-335-, I 59 r- ,
7 0.5192794:77D-01 0.4333312D-:5-06
ND= 1 :SAMPLING PERID= 5. 19'.801'- 02ZEC AMPL IT U E= 4.:33-:3:'D-O07 NT= 7
LST SYSTEM-NUMER ICAL SOLUTION OF DI:-.CRETE IDECFIEIING FUNCTIOH
TIr.O AXI:'-EQUA MPI ITUDE CAE 12= .00'I-' 1 K3= i . 0000-:1
GAMMA= 1 .3:0D h N1= 64 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.519279714ED'-O1 0 .433 785:88 D-06
1 0.54677244 95D-01 0. ::9 1062 7:-:90- 0t
2 0 4.5544071 03D-01 : 0. ': D - 0 6
3 0 .55 7673 0 1 1D - 01 0.3-8.65 014.5- 06i
4 0..59.: 3 :3 18D-0 1 0.:38'9''343:046 , D- 6
5 0. 56019460400-01 0. :3 996:4 E 17 D- 06
6 0. 5 7 441 769 -1 0 . 3:3 99 1 6 D- 6
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIDO= 5.60744D-OSEC AMPLITUDE= 3.900100-07 NT= 6
Figure 2-6c.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICFL SOLUTIN OF DI.CPETE DESCRIEING FUNCTION
TWO AMI--E';UL AMPLITUDE CAR-E K2= .000D-01 K3= 1.00D-01
GAIMA= 1.300l01 07 N= 60 F'HI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0 .5607440724- 01 l9 001 043I 1D-
1 0.594:3::55 1:4 D-01 0 37 1:3 : 4 D- 0
0.6034357'39-01 4 09 25505 D- C6
3 0 6. 075649615I- 01 0. 2.-972694 D- 6
4 0.60 I9609 E 9;:: - 01 0.3: 26451744 D- 06
5 0.61 014 602D-0 1 0 .- ::21774-347D-06
6 0.61 199602D-0 1 0. 1 32 101 -06I
7 0. 6113993477 D - 01 0. :2: :4-:: 850D- 06
8 0.6 1091761630-:D-01 I.3:21 56964D-06
9 0.61136162941-01 . .3344 25 205D- 06
1 0 0.6113606465D-01 0 .3:7713726D-06
11 0.61201 86225D- 01 1 :-:524294D- 06
12 0.6120:397519D-i:' 1 I.:3:I-: 16222:6D- 06
1:3 0.6121:3-:3743-D- 01 - 0. 3297677155D- 06
14 0.6121,11619D-1 . 3295921224D-06
ND= 1 ::FAMPLING PERIOL= 6.12248Dl-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 3.29351'-07 NT=14
LST SYS'''TEM-rUMFER ICAFL SOLII TION OF DISCPETE DER IF I ING FUIICTION
Tl IS.-E IfL IMPLITUDiE CA , - E 2= 1.00C--1, K = 1.006,-01
GAMMAF= 1.3Ii"h 07 N= 56 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :HAMPLING PERIOD NFPL ITUDE
0 0.6122479 469ID-- 01 0 . 29 5098,7 11 i06
1 0 . 54 , 0 17611I- 1 0 . -. 57750', ri
2 0 6645173242D-01 0.26 0825:2D- 0,
3 0.6E 57'9794 0D-01 0 . 25:.? -49 4 4 D- 06
4 0 .672244 06- 01 0 .'t574 746 5 D-n6
5 0 3 19::4: 1 - 01 0. r 5'4 51D-0 6
6 0.67438969053D-01?: Iln 0. c.. 7: .. .: D-r,6,
7 0 .63-,.'384 D-01 0. 2557157 062r- ' 06
8 0.6744 092':3:-:D- 01 0. 55 :9C4 -: 3 -3D -06
ND= 1 SAM:FrLING PERIOD= 6.74417D-02-EC AMPLITUDE= N2.554:3-07 1T= :
LST SYSTEM-NUMEPICAL 
-DLUTION OF DI:SCFPETE DE:CRIEBING FUNHCTION
TWO AF:::I:S--EQiUAL FAMPLITI UDiE -E K2= 1 .l l0 D-'-Ol , i = 1 .I00 'ii-- 1
GAMMA= 1.3000D 07 N= 52 PHI= 0.0
I TERAT ION SAMPL ING PERIOD AMPL I TUDE
0 0. 7, 441669.77- 0I 1 . 4 575 -06
1 0 .73. 85 0772~, 1 . C05 1 - 0
2 0.75182?98 D-01 11 0376 52D- i.
3 . 754419 7 0l6D- 1 Cl. 14 14:.552, D- c 06
4 0.7 543 87D-01 0.153: 1111 D- 6
5 0 .754 I :- 72:'4D- 0 - 1 0 . 1577965747D- 106
6 0.7534 2 23D01 0. 160 097146 i -
7 0. 753 467554D- 01 0 1 3884 D- 0 6
8 0.656:36171,- 0 1 .1 05 226:: 3'?D-.6
9 0 .7609 6:3467 - :11 1. 1 2 ' 7 -, , 78,1 D-0 1:6
10 0.757264256.4D 
- 1 0. 144- 12 3 - 06
11 0.7551859241D-01 0. 1514 97fD- 06
12 0.754161:3162D- 01 0. 157I 37057D-f 06
13 0.7535 3534 - :1.15 00:99 06
14 0 .537:34:398 01 0. 15790'749-06
15 0.75:3:30 61 u5i - 0 1 O. 16C 0055409D-06
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 7.533090-025EC AMPLITUDE= 1.600061'-07 NT=15
Figure 2-6d.
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LST SYSTEM-NLUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CA-SE, K2=K=0.1
GAMMA= 1.38000D 07 N= 100 PHI= O.d
ITERATION SMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.1530000000-011 0.5000000000D-05
1 0 . 151a129565D-01 0 .512 194566D-05
2 0. 1512 363:: 39D- 0 1 0.5 1 8 69S
;252 D -0 5
3 0.150953849Sf-01 0.521 60
:: 
, 8091D- 05
4 0.15074: 80998- 01 0.524 0422024D-05
5 0. 1507577419D-01 0.523184404:3D-05
6 0. 1508043:353D-01 0.5225764::30D11-05
7 0.150580.,197D-01 0.5253128272D-05
8 0.1505978776D-01 0.5253562257D-05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.5059 0D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.25387D-06 N= 8
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTIODN
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASE, K2=K3= 0 .1
GAMMA= 1.3-::',0001I 07 rN= 9 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPL I TUDE
0 0.1505977177D-01 0.5253865498D- 05
1 0.152468647:D- 01 i0. 54242r1094:D- 05
2 0.154567904D- 01 0 .535068791D- 05
3 0. 15568563'06D- 01 0 .5:306547099D- 05
4 0. 1562697461D- 1 0 .5 : 5 009n1 D- 105
5 0.1565694849D- 01 0 527091243D- 05
6 .1566106863D-01  0 .526612074D- 05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.56629D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.26612D-06 N= 6
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CRASE, K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.3800r 07 N= 92 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :SAMPLING PERIOD AMPL ITUDE
0 0. 1566289858bD-01 0.5266116798:D-05
1 0. 1586928307D- 1 0.5447574799D-05
2 0.1610269510D-01 0.536799::14 D- 05
3 0.1622686675D- 01 0. 532040788 1 D- 1:15
4 0.1629157791D-01 0.5294671135D-05
5 0. 1632500326D- 01 0.5281905680 D- 05
6 0.1633084641D-01 0.5279681922D-05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.6332'7D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.27664D-06 N= 6
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AX:IS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASE, K2= K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.38000D 07 N= 8q PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PEIDD AMFPLITUDE
0 0.1633272606I-01 0.576666:-D- 05
1 0.1655487224D- 01 0.5469159244D-05
2 0.1681 022992D- 01 0. 538474.39:31 D-S05
3 0.16' 45960:34 D-01 0.5 -33.4456511D-05
4 0.1701655283D-01 0.5307374841D-05
5 0.1705:310040D- 01 0.529:379:8727D- 05
6 0.1706059616D-01 0.5291479667D-05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.70625D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.288040-06 N= 6
Figure 2-7a.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICRL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EOUAL AMPLITUDE CASE, K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.3:3000D 07 N= :4 PHI
= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD MFPLITUDE
0 0. 1706E2493 :D- 1 0. 58: 0:_305D- 05
1 0.1730216911:D-01 0.5492'965136D-05
2 0.1758264220D- 01 0.54032 18271D-05
3 0.1773159629D-01 0.5-:49960075D- 05
4 0. 178089145 1D-01 0. '-3213 75a5D-05
5 0.1784893970D-01 0.5306963522D-05
6 0. 1 785:57215D- 01 0 .5304:39:::319D- 05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.78605D-02SEC AMPLITUDE
= 5.300551-06 N= 6
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIEING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASE, K2=K3
=0 . 1
GAMMA= 1.3800ID 07 N= :0 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPL I TUDE
0 0. 17860458-:44D- 01 0 5I5:.3416D- 05
1 0.1811982227D-01 0..5519 31613D-05
2 0. 1:842922849D-01 0 .54 3 0952D-05
3 0.:1859341236D-01 0.5 367165464D- 05
4 0. 1867847:39211- 01 0.5336'r.64779D- 05
5 0.187225698 3:3D- 01 0 .5321 1 3915D- 05
6 0.187347:_95:D-01 0.5:31 . 256 13D-015
ND= 1 '_AMPLING PERIDD= 1.87366D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.:31440D-06 N= 6,
LST SY'STEM-NULME ICAL SDLUTIDON OF DI:SCRETE DESCR IIN B FUNCT I O
TWO AXIS-EQUAL RMPLITUIE C-:-E, K12= K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1. -0007D 07 = 76 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SMPL ING PERIOD AMPL I TUDE
0 0. 18:73659666D- I01 0 .53144 046'5D- 115
1 0. 19 3018 :-,2 14D-01 0.554S74977D- 05
2 0.193611 6657D- 01 0 .5446568116D-05
3 0. 1954:-: 00-:78D-01 0 536- 5 032D- 05
4 0. 196370:387 0D- 01 0.5 ;354355062D- 05
5 0. 196:575521D-01 0 .53:3 . 016228 D- 05
6 0.1970106583D-01 0.5334412132D-05
ND= I SAMPLING PERIOD= 1 .97029D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= .5.322987D-06 N= 6
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCFETE DESCFIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE C:FAE, K2 = K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1 .3000D O N= 2 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :A-:HMPL IG PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0 .197028:-9: 17- 01 0.5:329:-74:321 D- 05
1 0.00093375D01 0.5581 692582D-05
2 0 .20 '1-0 D -01 0.547 22 691 D - 05
3 0. 2059442799D- 01 0 .540796 -
:'8 D- 0 5
4 0.2 06893590D-01 0.537392 0400- 05
5 0.2075300: 0:19D- 01 0.5.-35650749D- 05
6 0.077205 8D- - 01 0 .535 204 1 5005
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.07739D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.34734D-06 N= 6
Figure 2-7b.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUrNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMFLITUDE CAFIE, K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.::3000i 07 N= 68 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.2077389646D-01 0.5347:338290D-05
1 0.2110990716D-01 0.5618848722D-05
2 0.215319175D-01 0 .55012-4397D-05
3 0.217648:8$ 04D- 01 0.54:324 2679D- 05
4 0.2188171440D-01 0.5396112375D-05
5 0.2194205081D-01 0.5377523077D-05
6 0.2196545462D-01 0.5372120519D- 05
7 0.2196738711D-01 0.5367283776D-05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.19698D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.36633D-06 N= 7
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASE, K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.38000D 07 N= 64 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.2196979444D- 01 0 .366325166D- 05
1 0.22:: 797565D-01 0 . .5660. -. ,.6457D-0 15
2 0.228206517D-01 0.55-41 89623D-05
3 0.2:30759 0015D11- 1 0.54 60 1:13;2:3:: ED- 05
4 0.2320721900D- 1 0. 542148:3 i7D- 05
5 0.2:32748',9029 D- 01 0. 540161127:73:D-1-05
6 0.23 :-:::325793D- 01 0.5:3950:7:322D- 05
7 0.2:3:30541216D-I01 0.539 03915:1-
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.33080D-02 EC AMPLITUDE= N5.38''32D-6 = 7
LST 'SYOSTEM-HUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIPIING FUNCTION
TWO AX:IS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASEE, K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.3 ::IO 07 N= 60 C PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMFLING PERIOD HMFPLITUDE
0 0.2 I 800876D- I. 5:389317022D- 05
1 0.2:D71546467E1D- 01 0 .57 09'27 125D- 05
2 0. 242638669D-01 0.557227300D- 05
4 0 .2r47" 2:3S:2,9D- 01 0.545 .11-3'4726D- 05
5 ,0 :477 887551D- 1 0.542 -575152D-05
6 0.248 1 : 00177D-01 I.5421785-:31 9D-05
7 0.24156038 1 D-01 0.5417289555D- 05
NLt= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2 .4:3:185D-02:SEC: AMPLITUDE= 5.41611D-06 N= 7
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DI SCRETE DE:5CR IBINMG FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL RMPLITUDE CAP-E, K2=K3=0.1
GAMMAF= 1.:3'31:0rD 17 H= 56 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :.AMFPLI NG PEPIOD HMIIF'LI TUDE
0 0 .2481845775D- 01 0.541610 91 '; D- 05
1 0.2527222590D-01 0.5765.341923D- 05
2 0.25900371 16D-I 0.61 661610f-05
:3 0.26231 80 446D- 01 0 .55:3095 I043D- 05
4 0.264017ill 721D-r 01 0 .548 '5 .':81470D- 5
5 0.264 '472 D- 01 .54624:34531 D-05
6 0.2652964524D- 01 0.54 5:32:86148D-05
7 0.2653307741D-01 .54 4 92112 6 4OD-05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.65363D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.44773D-06 N= 7
Figure 2-7c.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TUWOD XI-EQUAL AMPLITULDE CA'E, K2= K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.38:00 07 N= 52 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.2653626294D-01 0.5447726'057D- 05
1 0.2704516365D-01 0.5831 66474D-05





7 0.2850309567D- 01 0.54:-:75268:44D-05
ND= I SAMPLING PERIO= 2.35067D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.4.557D-06 N= 7
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DI:SCFRETE DESCRIBINI FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASEI, K2= K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.:3S00FD 07 N= 48 PHI= 0.0
I TERAT I ON :-AMPL I G FEP I OD AMPL I TUDE
0 0 .28506 C5382D- 01 0.548556876S- 05
1 0 .290:31:-219 . O' -01 0. 59 019 54 09 D- 05
2 0.299299 7663-:II01 0 .57 1615644D- 05
3 0.30375::6916 D- 01 0. 562927-:: 77 D- 05
4 0.306037582--: 1 0.5576224764D-05
5 0 .3071987517D-01 0 .554934:977D-05
6 0 .:30777:3304D-01 0.55372 D- 05
7 0. 3 . 07 8:4 8965:11- 01 0.5534252531D-05
ND= I SAMPLING PERIOD= 3.07888D-02::EC AMPLITUDE= 5.53163D-0 t-= 7
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCPETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUIDE C:ASE, K2=K3=0.1
GAFMMA= 1.3000D 07 N= 44 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :AMPL IN PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.30788 77141D-01 0.55 :16 3 I :3 - 1:105
1 0.31444 39 05:3 - 01 0.600364-801. OD- 05
2 0. 32 447 ?'09611 - 0 1 0.5 0-: 1558'04 D-05
3 0. ::2726307 D - 1 1 U 0.5659 141 7-- D- 05
4 0.. 24066935D - 01 0.56: 37937705llD- 105
5 0 .:-3: 376E S 36 8:D-i 51 .5 1::_: 1697D-05
6 0.3344519 '.1D-01 0.5595 0:3 1 2E0D- 05
7 f1. 3:-45727029D- 0 1 0 . 59236 1: ~8 - 05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 3.34613D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 5.588891-06 N= 7
Figure 2-7d.
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LST -SYSTEM-NUMEPICAL ,OLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWIO FNI-ECUAi. FMFLITUE CAFE K2=K3=0.1
GlMM'1 = t .. ' 07 O N= F' P I= ,'.I
I' tLPRiT: I LN .III.PL ING E h' I[]D IMF'L I T UDE
0 0.60000000D-01 0.100I0000O011D-04
1 0.6480379904D- 01 0.761769854D-05
2 0.667:3026Ou01-C 1 .1 0 .71-724931::D- 1:15
3 0.67692:8212OD-1 0. 69962218-::-05
4 0.681304341D-1 0.691848150D- 05
5 0 .683425 42'9 D- 1ii 0  .8:,, 2 '53 13D- 05
6 0.68430::9594D- I01 0 .68190612D-105
7 0.6844645543D-01 I .8581 62908D-05
8 0 .6846072173- 01 0.85474493OD-05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 6.84679D-02:SEC: AMPLITUIE= 6..35169D-06 l= 8
LST SY:3TEM-NUIMERICAL S:-OLUTION OF DII S:CETE DESCRIBING FUNC:TION
T,.O AI:S-EQiALL FMFLITUDIE I:A:SE K2=K3=0.1
GAIMMF= 1 .:":3II:'lOD 07 N= 24 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :AMPLING PERIOD AMPL I TUIDE
0 0.6 84677904pD-O 0. &851692663D-05
1 0. 67: -:'6: 90':D- 01 I. 3:-::497 7:3513 - 05
2 0. 337:3: 165:: D- 0i1 0. 4653-644434 D- 05
3 0.5831592 c193D-01 0. 5118 555517fD-05
4 0.5725147:::8D-01 0. 1 508 1 3D-05 '
5 0.5736972579D - 01 0.648788:5453D-05
6 0.579238:75'D-01 0.643558288D-05
7 A 5 ,: -:: : 924 1 - I 1 0 . 4 I , 34457 1 : D- :105
8 0.585654 75 iD-01 08 0 096D-05
9 0.5842629652D- 01 0 . 6:3r"5 6: 1 109_.. 4'5D- 05
10 0. 58427 :307 0822D- 0 1 s .r :::S 1 2-E2: 65D-0:15
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 5.84322D-02ECC AMPLITUDE= 6.3i100-6 N=1 0
LST S:YS:TEM-NUIIMEPRICAL SOLUTION OF DI'ISCETE DESCRIBING' FUNCTION
TID AXIS-EQUAL FtMPLITUDE CACSE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMR= 1.::uI O 7 N= 2ES PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLIrnG PERIOD AMPL ITUDE
0 0.5:4:'-:215529D- 0i 1 0 . I 6:l 1 E1D- 05
1 0.5 2 0296047 D- 01 . 0.407961 1 :-4D- 05
2 0 .5 (I:5 8 77 - A 1 0 .4 703 : :::7::9 D - ' 5
3 .5318 : 24E:3 14-1D- :11 C . 5 29:9 37:351D- 05
4 0.521 021 9 143D- i.1 0.565 046 722 7:1D-05
5 0 .5 15285 29 3D-01 0 .55 E:89 1 26D- 05
6 0. 51243 -44 : 0':D- 01 0 . .59 726 04 74:D D - C 5
7 0 .5 111741 5 17 D-01.1 (15 2 0' 1- :1
A 0 .51 060465 - 0i 0 .56: 013D- 05
9 0.5 09 5 0:37it- 01 0 . 6 1 :1 97 101 D-05
10 0.5 0 9 5.84164D- 1 0. 60 7942 D - 05
11 0.50'95120443 D-01 .0 4ii084692D- 05
12 0.50969937 :25D-1 0 . 0 01 i '00D- 5
13 0.5 096940 05- 01 0 .077 55158D-' 05
NiD= 1 SAMPLING PERIDD= 5. 09695D-025EC AMPLITUDE= 6.07"377D-06 1=1.3
Figure 2-7e.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SDLUTION OF DICRETE IESCRI.ING FUNCTION
TIO AXIS:,-EQUAL MPLITUDE 'CA RE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.::0001 07 N= -2 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPL ITUIDE
0 0.5096945201D-01 0.607:8,7 0:':-:D- 05
1 0.5102497922D- 1 0.4119164140D-05
2 0.4:343472:24D- ) 1i 0.4757019016D-05
3 0. 468968362D-  0.522626 :34 D- 05
4 0.46045732:':3 D- 01 0. 55279451 Ds- .05
5 0.45602021 05D- 1 . 0.570210947D- 05
6 0. 45:-3'561 1D- 1 0 .5795155652D- 05
7 0.4527921 2'-D- 01 0.5841551:42 D-05
8 .4 521944r665- 1 1 0 . 56.:E,,21 E585D- 05
9 0. 4 54730 i-'79- 0. 572791: - 05
10 0.45263156 08,D-0 1 0 .5'14044194D-05
11 0.4537422954D-l1 0.5-:54147556D-05
12 0 45246::1414 - 1 0.5:-:: :119 353D- 05
1:3 0 .4564413164 -- 1 - 1 0.5 6 0:-: 7 ? 1:' 7 0I D-05
14 0.463 465:63D-01 0.5:27421616D- 05
15 0 .457 0 2 877 '- 1 0 .5 '' 87044 11D- 05
16 0.4545788829:. ~D-01 :.58737827-,57D-05
17 0.45:-: 0423077D-01 053699879D-05
1:8 0.451935275 01 . 5': : i 1 757- 05
19 0.4518E 46 6 r DT - 01 0.5',-: -:52 45069ID- 05
20 0.451:.875651:3D-01 1I i 5';:722 0-- 9' 0 ,,.16 D - CI 5
ND= 1 SAMPLING PE'IDOD= 4.51876D-02S::EC AMFLITUDE= 5.N722:3D-6 C N=20
LST S"Y':.:TEM-tNILIUMERICL SCLUTIOH OF DI :SCPETE DESCRIEINIG FUNC:TION
TlD A: :IC-EGCUIL iAMPLITUDE CA :E K2=K3=0.1
GrMA= 1._80001 07 H= :,6 PHI= 0.0
ITEPATION :tMF'L INfG FEFICD iEFL ITUDE
0 0.451 R756513D-0 1 . 5?2:009IlD-05
1 0. .454441205D-01 479529734D- 05
2 0.4319492135D-01 0.4704:1-647D-05
3 0 41875 537- ' 1 0.5152752542D-05
4 0.4116129064D-01 0.5433852 03 iD- 05
5 4 07940i 09641- 01 0.559 ,423 -.76- 05
6 0.4 061516: I2D-01 0.56 14 3 1: D -05
7 0. 40545-:0647D- 01 0 .571'55601:D- 05
' 0.40517154011D-01 0.573-:7457D- 05
9 0.40520-'4514D-01 0.57_:467174D- 05
ND= 1 :A:MPLING PERIOD= 4.05284D-02SEC AMPF'LITUDE 5.729361-0:6 N= 9
Figure 2-7f.
LST SYSTEM-NUMEPICAL : OLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCPIBIN FUNCTION
TbO AXIS-E0JiUAL AMFLITUDE CASE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.3:3n00D 07 H =  40 FPHI= I1.0
I TERAT ION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.4 052:341794D- 01 0. 5729:3591 :-3D- 05
1 0.41053757661- i1 0. 399 8394509911- 05
2 0.3886407364 - 01 0.4642514785D-05
3 0.3754964 350-01 0.5096797069D-05
4 0 .3794399220D-01 0.5485:3 04 103I -0
5 0.3726602911D-01 0.5596246507D-05
6 0.3696647229D-01 0 .56296 :388 -r:76D-05
7 0.3681466579D- 0 I 0.,5646601267D- 05
8 0.3671742546D-01 i 0. 566905:36 7D- 05
9 0 .36718:3 551 D-1 0 .56377321D- 05
10 0.3674581125-1 01 0.561 :3664939D- 5
11 0. 671290779D-01 0.56:352:' 1 0 9D-0!5
12 0.36402271'D- :1 ii .5616 0 52 1 D- 1:05
13 0. :367 094 069-01 0.5 366  446'i - 05
14 0.367241041D-01 0.5487499 1 D- 05
15 0.3669172621 D-01 0. 5645 13277:D- 05
16 0.3669257664'-01 0.564018: 03:-:4:- 05
lND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 3.,66940D-025EC AMPLITUDE= 5.63392D-06 N=16
LST r':TEM-NUMERI CAL CLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCR IBING FUNCTION
TWOD AHXIS-EOUiL AMPLITUDE -CAISE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMi= 1.:300D 07 N= 44 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :S'FIMPLING FEE ID AMFL I TUDE
O 0.3 -669404019D-01 0 .5 919976D- 05
1 0.274013053011-01 0. 90891553&D- n5
2 034': 1010532- 0 1 0.4594634 05
3 0 .-:4 1136753- 0 1 0 .5336 -'- 1' D- 05
4 0. 4111'9 5'i? 0I - .-1 4.54 : 349:3 i04 D- 05
5 0 .3:3'794 59 7 - 01 .55412 i I-ID- i5
6 - - 3a6 38;:2--::1 ri- 1 0. 556'11972fD- 105
7 0. 3354 7470- 01 ii .559'. 4 2' 1704 D- 05
8 0.33546:7421'- 01 0.556053574- 05
9 0 . 9-:: ' :9 31-01 0.54 5711 0 14 -05
10 0 .3:::- 5042:36 1D-01 i0 . 5524775541 D- 05
11 0.3354143435D-01 055586 2 0 09D- 05
12 0 4 766716-01 0.55'T N9-120D-05
13 0. 4 53557 1- 1:11 0.5 5 67.-: 66 .'56D - 0~
14 0 . 271 ' 11' - 01 0 .5 5 4:;3 49 D - 1:105
15 0 -3523-7686D-01 0 .5 99-.,4-D- 05
16 0 335211 '7:6)-7 01 0.'3 557- 05
17 0 .352224713D-01 0 .556601QM9732D-05
18 0 .: 3524:3879'97 i- 01 0 . 55 ::: 4:326 E.-: D- IC'5




LST SYSTEM-NUMEPICAL SOLUTION OF DI:SCETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-ECUAL AMPLITUDE CAE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1..3I00D 07 N= 20 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION :SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0 .6000000000D-O1 0.1000000 0OD- I4
1 0. 6480:79?:i:S4 D-1 0 .'617629 .54D
- 05
2 0.678 026019D-01 0. 71 7249 3189D- 0
3 0.67692:212 0D-0 1 0. 6996221 D- 05
4 0.6 ;13043341 -01 0.691:343150D-05i
5 0.68:342504290-01 0.6882531139D-05
6 0.6 8430 1:95'94D-0 1 0 .668190612D- 05
7 0 .6:8:44645543D- 01 0 .3.6::5''. 6290:3D- 15
8 0.6846072173D-01 0.6854744930D-05
ND= I SAMPLING PEPIOD= 6.84679D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 6.85169D-06 N= 8
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DE:SCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.380001' 07 N= 1:3 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.63846787904D-01 0 .6:3516 92663 D-
1 0.7043256707D-01 0.7494237996D-05
2 0.72742740261D- 0 1 0.758572D- 05
3 0.7391256151D-01 0.7270:3 0744D-05
4 0.74496776 0D- 01 0.722462222D05
5 0 .7478967216 D- 0i 0 .721219581'95:- 05
6 0 .749405:- 1-01 0.719269556D- 05
7 0.7500155196D-01 0 .718:-7936:355D-05
ND= I SAMPL ING PERIOD= .5 0031D- 02EC AMPLITUDE= 7.1N1460-06 N= 7
LST :SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DI:C:PETE DE:CRIFING FUNCTION
TWO R: I--EJHQL AMFLITUDE CASE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.3IlOD 07 N= 16 PHI= 0.0.
ITERAT ION :I- PLING PERIOD AMFPL ITUDE
0 0.7 500313 - 76D-1 0.71:1455222D-05
1 0 .775727225D-1 0.7904 102565D- 05
2 0.80:36526!52'81- I011 I. 0.77:3-'55 6:-2 - 05
3 0.177 10164 D- 101 0.7699291 2-
4 0 .2471757:5- 01 .7654 014 62D- 05
5 0 .282203:57D- 0 0.7631 34 21D-
6 0.33001:3179.-3D-01 0.761' 0625::6D-05
7 0.83091001 45D- 01 0. 761567974 1 D- 05
8 0.83:-:09249707D-01 0. 7610629 102D- 05
ND= 1 :SAMPLING PERIOD-= S.3.:950D-0 I2:EC MPLI TUDE= 7.610941I-06 N= :3
LST SYSTEM-NUMEP ICAL SLUT ION OF D I SCETE DCES:I ING FUNC TION
TWD A:x:I:-EOUHL MPLITUDE CIR:E K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.3::30'1 07 N=  14 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION . :MFLINl PFERIOD AMPLITIUDE
(I 0I .83095010 D-01 0 .I .?376 09D- 05
1 032 -01 . :4 c 64 5 51 D- 115
2 0.9017647 '-994D- 0 1 0.:-: :: I I l391106i- 05
3 0.9190691-1 0. 4630749::D - 05
4 0. 927688 1 :31 D- 0 1 0 . 820551 055'D - 05
5 0.9319-:61204D- 01 0. 10 455:--8199D-, 5
6 0.94175 06961- 011 0. 17:35624 D- 05
7- 0.9 :35:349:942 D- 01 0I . ::16-72-:8491D- 05
8 0.9.353941607D-01 0. :: 167792:_;23D- 05
ND= I SAMPLING PEPIOD= 9.'3--:5426D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= :.16:-9DI-06 N1= :3
Figure 2-7h.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL COLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AIMPLITUE CiSE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= I. :N3=000i 07 .= 12 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION -AMFLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.9354264774D-01 0. 8166: 5799D- 05
1 0.9916 1 ::2 01- 0.8390156255D- 05
2 0.10 3543972' 3D 00 . 4 162:026D- 05
4 o l. ( lu 0 L'", I ii
S 0.1I07/3E6:6 I, i ' 0. 3 :' tViii-t
6 0.1076409935D0 0 0 0.C894513616D- 05
7 0.107788:9937D 00 0 .8:_9009177 2 -05
8 0.1078160524D 00 0 .-S394539 016D- 05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.07:,18D-01SEC MPLITUIDE= :.889440-06 N= :3
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCIPING FUNCTION
TWO AIS-EQURL AMPLITUDE CAS:E K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1.38000:D 07 N= 10 PHI= 0.0
ITERATIDON SAMPLING PERIOD AMPPL ITIDE
S 00.1 7817811 3D 0 .:88894443:D-05
1 0.1177100597D 00 0.9621415477D- 5
2 0.1232'3362191 00 0.98D013551705
:3 0.126 05 0:324::D 00 i.i 40 .. 2 D- 05
4 0. 1274639680 0 0 .9:3492 11 926 1 05
5 0 .1 2I8 670330 00 0.9524 5354 D - 05
6 0.1:285188980D 00 0.9511699 D- 05
7 0.1 2:.7044745D 00 0 .9. -::5.6921-5
8 0.1E8896333D 00 0.9855235553D-05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.3 0D-O1SEC: RMPLITIUDE= 9.:54:37D-06 N= 8
LS'T SSTEM-t"_IERICAL :.OLUTION OF DISCRETE DE:-RIBING FUNCTION
TiI0 AIS-EQAL AMPLITUE CAF-E K2=K3=0.1
GANMA= 1.38000D 07 N= :: PHI= 0.
ITERATION SHMFLIN I PERI D FAMPL I TUDE
O 0.128819575D 1I1 0.9545 .7r 7 4D- 
1 0. 149'7371 33 D I. I 1'I9I C350[I -04
2 0.1558208532SD 0 0 10 467416D-04
3 0.159-:7.45D 00 0 .110 - 251- 04
4 0. 16120 071: :11 00 0 .1112 E3557S D i14
5 O.16211l5626D 00 0. 1117426051D-04
6 0.12 E5677190D 00 0. 1119:_56757D-04
7 0 . 162::00i1760 D 00 . 1 1 i:23 3Dl-04
8 0.1629475305D 00 0 11213291151D- 04
ND= 1 SAMPLING PEPIOD= I .62948D-01::EC AMPLITUDE= 1.12223D-05 N= 8
LST SY'STEM-NUMEPICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTIDON
TWO A:XIS-EOiUL AMPLITUDE CASE K2=K3=0.1
GAMMA= 1 .38,:00 07 = 6 PHI= 0.0
I TERAT ION D AMPLING PERIOD IMFPL I TUDE
0 0.1629483722D 00 0.11222294'09D-04
1 0.2:3 1675 6 D7 00 A. 1 06' 7 6 I -I14
2 0.22367417:39'.D 00 0. 119879'0559D-04
3 0.227510318D 01: 0. 12565211271-04 
4 0.2295949249D 00 0.1286281146D-04
5 0.2306, 573515 I_100 0. 13011572755D- 04
6 0.2311896 020 00 0 1( 3 0 37 3::439l 04
7 0 .2:314571519D 0 11 131:313:- D-04
8 0. :3159677:3:D 00 0.1 15 56779D-04
9 0.:3171Y3751D 00 0.1 152'172:- 04
N(D= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.31:695D-01SEC AMPL I TUDE= 1 .3157:8D-05 N=
Figure 2-7i.
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LST SYSTEM-NIUMEF'ICAL :'OLULTION OF DISCRETE DE:CRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUIAL AMFLITUDE CASE, :I= 1.000D-O1l, K3= 1.000D-01
GAMMA= 1.:::3I00D 0 I= 19 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING FERIOD rMPL I TUDE
0 0 .69000I00 l- 1 0. 6E:5 )I5000 CL 000 D- 105
1 0 .698 2002l8 6::.D- 01 0.71 04'897 6D- 05
2 0. 7 11193 7 i'6 - 0 21 . 7 1 :3- 77- 05D
3 0.7111',3172D-01 0.70'5:2:. 06300D-05
4 0.71 34776136 1D- 01 0. 70154670441D-05
5 0.714695::603D- 01 0 .70065012931D-05
6 0.7149620972'D-01 0.7007741175D- 05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 7.14990D-O2:SEC AMPLITUDE= 7.00315D-06 N=. 6
LST SYSTEM-NUMER I CAL :C:OLUTIO  OF D I SCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLIT TUDE CASE, K2= 1. 000D- 01 K= . 00D-01
GAMMA= 1.3:00oD 07 N= 17 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SHMPL ING PERIOD AMPL ITUDE
0 0.7149897424D- 01 0.7003148764D-05
1 0 .759l621221 l- 01 0 .7702531 492D- 05
2 0 .761 ::679 04:- D- 01 0.7565.7762:2D- 05
3 0. 774130-:51 D- 01 0.7477910174D-05
4 0 .704 933352D-0 1 0 .743175'49 D-05
5 0.73:-.6715321 D-01 0.7404 ::'96::. D- 05
6 0 .7 85: -3062:3::4D- 01 0.7:39657:37-34 D- 05
7 0.7603 5230D- 01 0. 73944 88910r- L5
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 7.6051-O02SEC AMPLITUDE= 7.38821D-06 N1= 7
LST SY'STEM-NUMERICAL :SOLUTION OF IISCRPETE DESCRIBIIIG FUNIICTIOM
TWO AXI:S-E!UAL AMPF'LITUDE CIA E, K2= 1.000D-01, K= 1.OO00D-01
GAIMMA= 1.3:0000 07 1N= 5 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPL ING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.7:6 0513935- 01 0. 73':S S05125D- 05
''0.131572L- 01 0. 191990949- 05
2 0.:44'28976:36D-01 0 .8070950868:D- 05
3 0.859806595,: D- 01 0.79 :7256:391 D- 05
4 0.8675165745 D- 1 0. 79'4 2 301507D-o05
5 0 . 8 7 135 7: 6D- 01 0.7 991 63025 7 D - 05
6 0.873 187734D-01 0.790794364 - 05
7 0. 74 :::3456E:3rD- 01 0 . 790:3: :56553 D- 05
8 0. 84:35 2:3D- 01 0.79 l0274:3b:D- 05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 8:.74380D-02SEC AMPLITUDE= 7.9003-:4D-06 N= :3
LST SYS'TEM-NUMERICAL S:OLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBItIG FUCTION
TWO AXI:S-EQUIAL AMPLITUDE CASE, K2= 1.O00D-01, :::= 1.000D-01
GAMMA= 1.380OOD 07 NF= 13 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.8743796585D-01 0.7900 lI:_: 333-:7 02D- 05
1 0.9 '11751547D- 01 0 :3 61104 0 D- 05
2 0.9508524084D-01 07397'921; 0l- 05
3 0.970235057D- 01 0. :_:66:89:' '0230 OD- 05
4 0.97959660D-01 0. ' 62:730973D-05
5 0 .9:464 07971 D-01 0.6 08334827D- 05
6 0.937059164D- 01 0.8597:-'566-7D- 05
7 0.988:3613977D-01 0.8 592761851D ,05
8 0.9:;:,3446557D- 01 0.85' -94229618SD- 05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 9.::3479D-0O2SEC AMPLITUDE= 8.59222D-06 N= :3
Figure 2-7j.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICRAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASE, K2= 1.000D-01, K3= 1.000D-01
GAMMA= 1.38:000D 07 N= 11 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION .SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.9884794 368D-01 0 .:59221927- 05
1 0.1 0447474991 00 0.':64 03004 50 D-05
2 0.1 0518 279 00 0. ')6455746 D- 05
3 0. 112014l45iD 00 0. '60'93 51254 D- 05
4 0.11:32569073D 00 0.95_372:47D-05
5 0. 11387:'6419'D 00 0.9570155354- 05
6 0.1141811415D 00 0.956:3:3-:' 53 04 D-05
7 0.1143452 9: 0 0 .9559 27'65 10 D- 05
S 0.11438 60 00 0:.956452 -05
9 0. 11439')12:70 00 0 .955-48792301- .05
10 0.1144006480D 00 0.955831 0577D-05
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.14401D-O1SEC AMPLITUDE= 9.55743D-06 N=10
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CASE. K2= 1.000D-01, K3= 1.000-01
GAMMA= 1.3:000D 07 N= 9 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0 . 114401:l: 1D 0 0 0 .95574-25297D -- 05
1 0.1241494017D 00 0. 1 0677r54'.:392D- 04
2 0.130657769D 00 0.I I-:01 5D- 04
:3 0.13-:39507:2D 00 0. 10974 0956D- 04
4 0. 135604 01421 C0 0. 1 99044938- 04
5 0 . 1364231 --:0: 0 .1099 7 0 69774791 D- 04
6 0.136::311416 , 0 'i 0.I 10135561D-04
7 0 .1 37 04 19 -3D I 0.1100 264:376 t- 04
:3 0.1:3717818:7D 0 0 0. 11 002694 04DI-04
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1.3717:D-01:SEC AMPLITUDE= 1.100420-05 N= S
LST SY'STEM-NUMERI CAL -OLUITIiON OF DII:CRETE DE_CRIP IN; FUNCTIOPN
TWO AXI.:-EOUAL MFPLITUIDE CASE, K2= 1.0l-illi- K::3= I.000D-01
GAMMA= 1.38000 07 N= 7 PHI= 0.0
I TERATION SAMPFLIPNG PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.1:3 171: 12 D :- 0 0.1 10 1 419 ' 9D- 04
1 0.1588942126D 0 0 0. 1188 043D- 04
2 0.1661:359'636 D6 0 0.12,742 U 47.53D- 04
3 0 .17041 :526D 00 0.1: 074654- 04
4 0.17 26-'6 3E8:. r,6 00 0. 1322 051 006lr -04
5 0. 17:374430751D 00 0.1 322 0 0577D-04
6 0.1742927971 00 0.1332:- :79126.-04
7 0.1745694438D 0 0. 1'3:347 13 15 1 D - 04
S 0 .1747E28',9:.D 00 0.1 :::54 02 056 D--04
9 0. 17455::122D 00 0.I 13 70775D- 04
10 0.1 747405965D 00 0 1:336926525D04
11 0.1747407951D 00 0.1 3 :3 5172'"V- 04
ND= 1 SAMPLIING PERIOD= 1.7474D- 01EC AMPLITUE= 1.:33682D-05 N=11
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISC:RETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO A>IS--EQUAL AMFLITUDE CIE, K; = 1 .000 D-1 , K01 := 1 . 000D-01
GAMMA= 1.38000D 07 N= 5 PHI= 0.0
ITERATION S:.AMPL ING PERIOD AMPL ITUDE
0 0.174742:3-:650 0 0 .1 :3617555D-04
1 0.249529665:D 0 .12 759244541-04
2 0.2 467 069249D 00 0. 14?,43 32'4 51 D- 04
3 0.251 0819205 I 00 0 1595'2S3287::3D-04
4 0.2c355.1725D 00 0.1649747219D- 04
5 0.2548456164D 00 0.167:3164 21- 04
6 0.2554959218D 00 0 . 1693025 41 D- 4
7 0 . '55225- D 00 0 .1700 5 0: D-4
8 0 .255 4 16 001) 0 .1704 25 068 :I- 4
9 0 .25600816621 00 0.1706015366D 04
10 0. ,60:333: 4D 0o 0.170771867D-04
ND= 1 SAMPLING FPERIOD= 2.56084D-01SEC . AMPLITUDE= 1.707790-05 N=10
Figure 2-7k.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL :OLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CAE, K2= 1.000D-01, K3= 1.000D-01
GAMMA= 1.38000D 07 N= 4 PHI= 9.00000D 01
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.5000000110000D 00 0.15000000100D-04
1 0.515424 04:80D 00 0.1 3779 043 61D1- 04
2 0.539'94070D 00 0. 1446567295D- 04
3 0 .54 00C :3 4D 0 0.14747815109D-04
4 0.5501239 :.36D 00 0.1436946298D-04
5 0.54983::53305D 00 0.1493377898D-04
6 0.5496153256D 00 0. 1496763755D-04
7 0.5495519111D 00 0.14'8535914D-04
8 0.5495572657D 00 0.149812609 OD- 04
ND= I SAMPLING PERIOD= 5.49637D-O1SEC AMPLITUDE= 1 .49913D-05 N= 8
LST SYSTEM-NUMER ICAL SOLUTION OF DIl:CPETE DESCRIBEING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EI UAL AMPLITUIDiE CASE, K:= 1.O00D-Ol, K3= 1.000D-01
GAMMA= .3000D 07 N= 4 PHI= .'0000D 01
ITERATION :-AMPLIN'G PERIOD RMPL I TUDE
0 0.5496E.:655-34D O0 0.1499 12747D-04
2 5.496:-37D-01 -1 .91174D-05
2 5.50186D-:1 1 .956 :-05
1 0.4234186796D 00 ' .8454562:303D-04
2 4.2 41D- 01 -7. : ::: 0 D-05
2 4 .2342D-01 -7.45:: 11D-05
2 0.37:306988:',91D i0 0.16924E22145D- 04
U3 .41284:- :4144D 00 0.16 -:7625694D-04
4 0.4::12546179D 00 0.1654907656D-04
5 0.4:-397401524D 0i 0.1 665122919D-04
6 0.44 3 3010961 10: 0.16 70404294D -04
7 0. 445:: 4:-:3195D 00 0.1 67:- 064847 D- 04
8 0.44652479:30 0 0.16.4390: 3 -04
9 0.447:390622D 00 0.1675010719D-04
10 0 .4475205608D o 0. 1675157026D- 04
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 4.47512D-O1SEC AMPLITUIDE= 1 .674:_:80-05 N= 10
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL :OLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCIEBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-E!QUAL AMPLITUDE CRAE, K2= 1.000D-01 P 13= 1.00 0D-01
GAMMA= 1.38000D1 07 H= 4 PHI= 7.00000D 01
ITERATION :SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0 .44751201 7:1 0 0 0 . 16748E: 154 01:,- 04
1 0.42160:!2457D 0 0.1 ' 611704 29D-04
2 0.4051 047902D 00 0.1900082144D-04
3 0.3938394079'l 00 0. 1913318637D-04
4 0.3867604 154D 00 0.192 1 : 0740:1- 04
5 0.3825407502D 00 0. 10525459D-04
6 0.3801177764D 00 0.19363 -36477D-04
7 0.3787622054D 00 0 .19777205 D-04
8 0.:37801602-D 0 00 0.1 :93;-- 492295' -04
9 0.3776076550D 0 0. 19341901D-04
10 0.3773823844D 00 0.193902:3413D-04
ND= I SAMPLING PERIOD= 3.77255D-O1SEC AMPLITUDE= 1.93911D-05 N=10
Figure 2-8a.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMEPICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLITUDE CA2E, K2= 1.00010-01, KI= 1.00-01l
GAMMA= 1.38000D 07 N= 4. PHI= 6."0000D 01
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLI TUDE
0 0.3772549942D o0 0.19:39110275D-04
1 0. 3599A88L24491 00 0.2122313759D-04
2 0.3474431151D 00 0. 2199493:3076D-04
3 0.3329745293D 00 0.2246394713-D-04
4 0.3336445753D 00 0.2L275171224D-04
5 0.3304527295D 00 0.2292115436D-04
6 0.3286099425D 00 , 0.2301675458D-04
7 0.3275734451' 00 0.23068949231D-04
8 0.3270001735D 00 0.2309677767D- 04
9 0.3266852982D 00 0.2311134342fD-04
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 3.26511D-01SEC AMPLITUDE= 2.311891-05 N= 9
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIBIMG FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUIAL AMPLITUDE CASE, K2= 1.0000-01, K3= 1.000D-01
GAMMA= 1.3C:00i 07 N= 4 PHI= 5.00000 01
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.3265114680D 00 0.2311885352D-04
1 0.31344 370:3:0 00 0.24969591 09D-04
2 0.304395095D 00 0.2156:510D-04 4
3 0.29'8:-3E. I 20711 00 0.269 265:-3- 6D- 114
4 0.2946473'529' 00 i . 74 01556 06 0 0- O4
5 0.29244082953 00 0.276859223D-04
6 0.291171745410 1I 0I.27848::92157D-04
7 0.2904579278D 00 0.2793712255]-04
8 0.290060 1 00 06 :: D 0 .2LI 7949:-:04 0D- 104
9 0.28:39:8:360556I 00 0.2~801133966D-04
ND= I SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.896990-01SEC AMPLITUDE= 2.'02385D-05 I N=. 9
LST SYSTEM-NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCPIBING FUNCTION
TWO AXIS-EQUAL AMPLIT UDIE C:ASE, K2= 1.000D-01, K3= 1 .0001D-01
GAMMA= 1.3:-::0000 07 N= 4 PHI= 4.00000ii D l
ITERATION SAMPLING PERIOD AMPLITUDE
0 0.2:3896990149D 00 I0.2802847803D1-04
1 0.279489067SD 00 0 .30011331031D- 04
2 0.27299172471 00 0.314641 03141 -04
3 0.268:9976:1:691 00 0. :2144627184:-4D- 04
4 0.26662351141 00 0 .:- : 151 :-:46 1- 04
5 0.26525246:-D 00 :-:-:5574996- 04
6 0.264477243010 00 . 3:-545 73 -,31- 04
7 0.2640421182D 00 0.:6502753D- 04
8 0.26378 6 :-:5:-D 00 0 .3:71108549D- 04
9 0.263593:342B 00 0.3:3 77144:3661-04
10 0.2635372810D 00 C .3378429577D-04
11 0.2 6:34699 260oD0 0 0:3::::235 .8768D -04
12 0 .26:6426690 00 0.::4::5228752D-04
13 0.6:33101399D 00 0.3944665 11D-04
14 0.26357-:0:f71 D 00 0.:37 0494245D- 04
15 0.26357300695 00 0 .368040171D- 04
1ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.63573D-01SEC AMPLITUDE= s.: 3 6 804D-05 N=15
Figure 2-8b.
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LST SYSTEM-NUMEPICAL -OLUTION OF DISCPETE DESCRIBIN3 FUNCTION
TWO AX IS-EUIAFL AFP LITLUDLE CA:SE, 2= I.000D-O , - 3= I .0000-01
GAIMMAI= 1 . 38000D 0 7 N= 4 PHI= 3.01 000D 1:11
I TERAT ION SAMPL I G PEPIOD AMPL I TUDE
0 0.2635730069D 00 0.3368 040171D-04
1 0.255720086'3D 00 0.3 56 292423 D-04
2 0.2512:315177D 00 0. 7099'':36920D- 04
3 0.248801 1:337D 00 0.:3799526518D-04
4 0.24742975321D 00 0.35194994311--04
5 0.24667732431D 00 0.3:81190135D-04
6 0.2462623409D 00 0.38'7256217D- 04
7 0.24601729 60D 0 O0.39037428D-04
8 0.245 1 14935D 1:10 0 .:39 34:5 0:3 r66D- 04
9 0.245971 -: 36 0 00 0. :3:-:6423':: 696L- 04
10 0 .45C'31 "73D 00 0. :3 1659330 -04
11 0 .2457483856D 00 0.39j:'04E014 -:4D-I4
12 0.2460093270D 00 0 39110374 1 D-4
13 0.2457 ,:3'-"8'-9 0 0 0. -394292727 i- 104
14 0.2453306847D 00 0.398:1:7911D-04
15 0. 456430421 D 00 0.33 085976D- 04
rlD= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.45643D- 01 E AMPLITUDE= 3.930861D-05 N=15
LST SYSTEM-NUMEPICAL SOLUTION OF DISCRETE DESCRIPING FUNCTION
TWO AXI.S-EUAL RMPLITUIE CASE, K2= 1.'001-01,- K:3= 1.000-01l
GAMMR= 1.:3800l 00 07 N= 4 PHI= 2.'00' 'D Ol
ITERATION SAMPL I NG PERIOD MFPL I TUDE
0 0.245643 0421 0 0 .393 :-:5'979 6 - 04
1 0.24034154:37D 00 0.41039:3445 02D- 04
2 0 .23:3262614D 0 0 .4 (0683 :6233ED- 04
3 0.2374380 085 D 00 0.4064485:32 0 D- 04
4 0.2 371: 1 3 5 0 0 0 .4 5495970 83D- 1:14
5 0.2369781z29D 00 0 .4050046427D-04
6 0.236859160'9D 00 0.4052036897D-04
ND= 1 SAMPLING PERIOD= 2.36794D-01SEC AMPLITUDE= 4.05412D-05 N= 6
LST :SSTEM-N'MER ICL SOLUTION OF DIC FETE DESCRItBINIG FUNCTION
TWO AI--EUIIAL MFPLITULE C :E " = 1.000D-01 ,::= I .O D-01
GAMMIH= 1.-I'D 017 Nt 4 PHI= 1. 0i jOD 01
ITERA ION :AIFLIING PERIOD A LITUIDE
0 I0'. 3 2 2..7? 5 0 o .1674694I' 1 :D- (14
1 .._;173 '798 5 00 0.2 144602 416D-104
2 00.473-:041.:D  .1476-:512 ,-04
3 II .35644V :''OD i . 146951 706F1-04
4 0. 35 4.4 . 0 11: i .146: 4877 D- 04
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Figure 2-9. Amplitude and frequency (27r/nT) of self-sustained oscillations
for various sampling periods in the discrete-data two-axis LST
system; v = 1.38x107
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Figure 2-10. Amplitude and frequency (2N/nT) of self-sustained oscillations
for various sampling periods in the discrete-data two-axis LST
system; y = 1.38x107
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Figure 2-11, Amplitude and frequency (27/nT) of self-sustained oscillations
for various sampling periods in the discrete-data two-axis LST
system; v = 1.38x107
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